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Training guide & practice/playing record

Ball.Then.Turf.

Quick Start - Understanding your initial skill level

In order to maximise your self-learning potential with FatPlate Lite it is 
crucial that you learn to understand your initial skill level & strike-point 
by starting with a wedge from position 1 whilst using half swings. 

Full training guide can be found on the following pages.
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Training guide & practice/playing record

This booklet & the free of charge accompanying
Assisted Learning video series on our website:
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite are provided to not 
only ensure that you use your new FatPlate Lite training aid in 
the most eff ective way possible, but also to give you enough 
knowledge* & practical practice drills to help you master
all iron shots & achieve that ‘ball then turf’ strike.

*Whilst the instructions described honour our beliefs, this direction acts 
merely as guidance & is discretionary to any golfer or teaching professional’s 
absolute opinion (why not give it a go though!).

As with all FatPlates, FatPlate Lite/Lite-Viz has ultimately been designed 
purely with ‘impact’ in mind so feel free to adapt the variables of stance &
set-up based upon your own personal ideology.

Get to know your FatPlate Lite/Lite-Viz

Ball Positions
The 1, 2 & 3 ball position guides are precisely measured to encourage 
an appropriate angle of attack for the club being used whilst allowing 
enough variability to account for diff erent swing speeds (fi g 1).

Starting at ball position 1, the ball can then be positioned by 
progression of diffi  culty or club selection in order to achieve a ‘ball 
then turf’ descending strike with your irons. (fi g. 2).



Step 1. Place FatPlate Lite/Lite-Viz fl at on the ground (fi g. 3).

Right-handed use diagram. Simply rotate 180° for left-handed use.

Step 2.  Getting Started - Assess your strike

Without a ball, & using a wedge, place the club just behind position 1.
With a normal setup & a half swing, your starting goal is simply to
assess your ability to make contact with the ground anywhere within
the FatPlate Lite/Lite-Viz’s strike-zone (fi g. 4).

Once you manage to achieve this on 5 consecutive attempts then 
you’re ready to move on to step 3 below.

Please watch Assisted Learning video: ‘Assess Your Strike’ at:
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite.
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(fi g. 4).

(fi g. 3).

Step 3.  Your fi rst challenge! - Introduce a ball

Now that you’ve made some practice swings without a ball & have 
established that you are able to miss the FatPlate, it is time to 
introduce a ball (fi g. 5). 

Again still using a half swing with your wedge, & with the ball on 
position 1, hit a shot & see if you miss the FatPlate as before. If you 
can, your goal is to achieve at least 7 out of 10 clean strikes before 



 

progressing. (If you cannot complete this challenge, please move to 
Step 6 in this training guide and work through our Assisted Learning 
Drills.)
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(fig. 5).

From Position 1
(Half Swing Wedge)

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 

avoided striking 
the FatPlate/marking 

the StrikeStrip

If you have been successful at least 7 out of 10 times after this initial 
test, it may be advisable for you not to proceed any further & to simply 
hone your new skills over a five week/session period. (You can monitor 
your practice using the Ten Shot Test drill further in this book.)

If, however, you’re now consistently scoring at least 7 out of 10 then 
(still with the ball on position 1)  you can increase your swing length, still 
trying to achieve 7 out of 10 successful strikes, you can monitor your 
progress using the 7 out of 10 tables further in this book.

Please watch Assisted Learning video: ‘Let’s hit some balls’ at: 
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite.

/10 /10/10

Once you are consistently scoring at least 7 out of 10 using a wedge 
with a full swing from position 1 you may wish to progress to ball 
positions 2 & 3 (fig. 6) where the margin for error gets progressively 

Use the practice record below to appraise & identify your initial skill 
level.

Step 4. Ball positions 2 & 3 - Still using a wedge
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(fi g. 6).

Again, you can monitor your progress using the 7 out of 10 tables 
further in this book. You don’t have be successful at positions 2 & 3
to move on to Step 5.

Position 1 - Any iron. 

Position 2 - Seven iron to wedge.

Position 3 - Wedge only. 

Each time you change position or club be sure to always test yourself 
with the 7 out of 10 skill appraisal using before moving on.

1 2 3

Step 5.  Club Selection

Diff erent irons can be introduced once your skill level has been 
suffi  ciently increased having completed Step 3. Whilst all clubs can
be used from position 1, the longest club used from position 2 must
be a 7 iron and only wedges must be used from position 3

more diffi  cult. Please note that you do not have to complete step 4 to 
progress to step 5 as you may fi nd that ball position 3 is actually not 
relevant to ‘your’ swing due to a number of factors e.g. your swing 
speed, swing style, injuries etc.



Drill 1 - Isolate Wrist Movement

Drill 1 is designed to isolate the movement of the wrists so you can 
understand & practice necessary to achieve the correct impact. Start 
with the ball in position 1 & set up directly in line with it but standing 
only on your trail foot (the right foot right handed golfers). The reason 
for this is that we want to minimise the movement in the lower body 
which then allows us to really focus on what our hands or wrists are 
doing. 

Now all you do is hit some shots with a very short swing but making 
sure you allow a little wrist hinge on the way back. The key from here 
is to avoid throwing the club head at the ball immediately which will 
cause the club head to hit the ground behind the ball. We want to 
delay the release just enough so that when the club head reaches 
impact the h&s are ahead of the ball & that is what provides us with the 
clean ball then turf strike.

Please watch Assisted Learning Drill 1 at: 
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite

Drill 2 - Add Body Movement

Drill 2 takes the wrist action perfected in Drill 1 & adds a little body 
movement to it, taking you a step closer to a full swing. You still start 
with a wedge & with the ball on position 1 but the difference is you now 
stand on our lead foot instead (the left foot right handed golfers). 

This is going to allow some rotation of the hips as we swing the club 
about half way back. From here you will rotate your hips towards the 
target & as long as our hand action is good we should easily miss the 
FatPlate & strike the ball perfectly. 

Please watch Assisted Learning Drill 2 at: 
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite

Step 6. Assisted Learning Drills
In the video series of drills outlined below, PGA professional Ben Frost 
helps you to maximise your self-learning potential. These drills can 
be found in video format on our website: www.fatplate-golf.com/
product/fatplate-lite & also on our YouTube page: FatPlate Golf



Drill 3 - Pre-set Weight

Drill 3 is to help you identify exactly what impact should feel like by 
pre-setting it before we hit the shots. Again with a wedge on position 1 
but take a normal stance this time. Now apply a little pressure over to 
the lead foot, rotate the hips open and push the hands forward. From 
here we just want to make the same swings as we did in drill one with 
a short backswing and achieving a little forward shaft lean at impact.

Please watch Assisted Learning Drill 3 at: 
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite

Drill 4 - Pause & Strike

Ongoing Practice

Drill 4 is the final piece to the puzzle where we are trying to get a 
feeling for the actual dynamics of shifting the pressure in to the lead 
foot and getting the upper body more over the ball so we can then 
apply the delayed release and achieve the ball then turf strike. 

Using a wedge again and as always starting on position 1 take a normal 
setup. The drill is now going to be for you to make a longer backswing 
than before but after you change direction we want you to pause 
about half way down and by then you should actually have most of 
your pressure in the lead leg. From here you simply turn through to the 
target and release the club.

Please watch Assisted Learning Drill 4 at: 
www.fatplate-golf.com/product/fatplate-lite

If you take your time to work through the FatPlate drills we are fully 
confident that you will be striking the ball as well as anyone can. 
However as with all aspects of the golf swing, this can change & you 
may revert back to old habits. The answer is to keep up your practice 
so that you are able to maintain your new skills.

We have two simple steps for this. As mentioned before we very much 
like the 7 out of 10 rule so the first process is to start on the easiest ball 
position and hit a set of 10 balls. If your successful strikes are 7 out of 10



Date: 25/12/18 Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position 1 1 2

Club Selection Wedge Wedge Wedge

Swing Length Half Swing Half Swing Full Swing

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

/10
5

/10
8

/10
4

& above move to a more challenging ball position and repeat the 
process. The second is what we call the StrikeStrip challenge. 

With a StrikeStrip applied to your FatPlate Lite, your goal is to hit 30 
shots off position 3 without marking the StrikeStrip. This is not only an 
extremely tough test of your mechanics but also requires absolute 
focus as anything less will more than likely result in a poor strike. Let 
us know how you get on and please feel free to post some photos or 
videos on your social media platform of choice and tag us in.

We advise that you assess yourself with 3 sets at the start of your 
session to ensure that you calibrate your ball striking before your 
practice and/or identify what your practice should be focused on.

Step 7. Ongoing Practice -  30 ball session

Using a half swing with your wedge, & with the ball on position 1 is  the 
perfect starting point to ensure that you can perform the most basic 
goal of achieving a ‘ball then turf’ strike.  
 
In the scoring example below, you can see that our player only 
achieved 5 out of 10 on the first attempt so continued with the same 
ball position, club selection & swing length until he achieved the 7 or 
more out of 10 in set 2. Only when he had been successful did he move 
onto a full swing (still using the same ball position & club selection).  



Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10



Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10



Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

Date: Set 1 Set 2 Set 3

Ball Position

Club Selection

Swing Length

No. of times out 
of 10 that you 
avoided striking 
the FatPlate/
marking the 
StrikeStrip

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10



Step 8. Directional Skill

Now that your ball striking has improved you should be consistently 
hitting your irons the correct distances. Your next skill is directional 
control so try the following drill to test your initial ability. 

Pick a target & aim your body straight at it. Firstly, attempt to 
intentionally hit 10 balls right of that target and then alter the direction 
of the flight to make the ball land left of your target. Record you results 
using our at least 7 out of 10 rule.

Date: 25/12/18 Left of Target Right of Target

Club Selection Wedge Wedge

Distance (yards) 100 100

No. of successful 
attempts out of 10 that 
you intentionally landed 
the ball right or left of 
your centre target.

/10
5/10

8

In the scoring example above, you can see that our player achieved 
5 out of 10 when hitting the ball intentionally right of the centre target 
and 8 out of 10 when hitting left of the centre target.



Date: Left of Target Right of Target

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

No. of successful 
attempts out of 10

Date: Left of Target Right of Target

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

No. of successful 
attempts out of 10

Date: Left of Target Right of Target

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

No. of successful 
attempts out of 10

Date: Left of Target Right of Target

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

No. of successful 
attempts out of 10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10

/10



Step 9. The 21 Ball Test

Now that you’ve established that you can alter the direction of the 
shot, you now need to turn that into a practical skill by introducing 
boundaries. In sets of 3, alternate between trying to hit one right, one 
left, one straight and then one left, one right, one straight.

StraightLeft Right

10 Yards10 Yards 10 Yards

Set (of 3 balls) Shot 2. Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 1 Right

Club Selection Wedge Wedge Wedge

Distance (yards) 100 100 100

Were you 
successful?

In the scoring example above, you can see that our player was 
successful with his first two shots, being able to hit the ball 
intentionally right and left of the central zone. He then failed to find 
the centre target area on shot 3 (hitting it left).

To really challenge yourself try the following 7 set combination of 
three: (Right, Left, Straight) RLS, LRS, RLS, LRS, RLS, LRS, SSS.

left



Set 1 Shot 2. Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 1. Right

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?

Set 2 Shot 1. Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 2 Right

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?

Set 3 Shot 2 Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 1. Right

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?

Set 4 Shot 1. Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 2 Right

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?



Set 5 Shot 2 Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 1. Right

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?

Set 6 Shot 1. Left Shot 3. Straight Shot 2 Right

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?

Set 7 Straight Straight Straight

Club Selection

Distance (yards)

Were you 
successful?

Notes 



Now let’s establish if your improved skills are being transferred to
the course. 

The most common miss when golfers approach greens is coming up 
short. The main culprit for this result is a poor strike so improve your 
strike to #HitMoreGreens.

Outside of 100 yards your main goal is to hit the ball the correct 
distance, accepting that you may miss the green right or left. During 
your round, when hitting irons into greens from over 100 yards, place 
the number of the hole to indicate the result of the shot.

Step 10. Course Performance & Assessment

(Step 10.) Outside of 100 yards

In the scoring example above, you can see that from outside of 100 
yards our player was successful in striking the ball the correct distance 
4 times during his round, fi nding the green on one occasion. Our player 
hit 5 shots either short or long, indicating that more work is required on 
strike (assuming for the correct initial club selection).

Green

Long

Short

9

14

16 7 1013

3

4

5

Shots aimed at greens from OUTSIDE 100 yards



RightLeft Green

Long

Short

Shots aimed at greens from WITHIN 100 yards

17

1 18

6

8
11

15
12

2

In the scoring example above, you can see that from within 100 yards 
our player was successful in fi nding the green 5 times during his round.  
Our player hit 3 shots left & 1 shot right, indicating that a little more 
work is required on directional control. No shots. however, were short 
or long - suggesting that a ‘ball then turf’ strike was achieved.

During your next three rounds, use the diagrams on the following 
pages to establish & record your trends and miss-patterns when 
aiming at the green from outside and within 100 yards.

Within 100 yards your goal is to hit the green!

When hitting irons into greens from within 100 yards, place the number 
of the hole to indicate the result of your shot.

(Step 10.) Within 100 yards



RightLeft Green

Long

Short

Green

Long

Short

Shots aimed at greens from OUTSIDE 100 yards

Round 1

Shots aimed at greens from WITHIN 100 yards



RightLeft Green

Long

Short

Green

Long

Short

Shots aimed at greens from OUTSIDE 100 yards

Round 2

Shots aimed at greens from WITHIN 100 yards



RightLeft Green

Long

Short

Green

Long

Short

Shots aimed at greens from OUTSIDE 100 yards

Round 3

Shots aimed at greens from WITHIN 100 yards



Notes 



Notes 

Storage: FatPlate Lite/Lite-Viz can be used in all climatic situations but when 
not in use store indoors in order to continually provide best device function & 
product longevity.

Note: As part of our Quality Management System that provides a framework for 
measuring & improving our products & performance, technical specifications 
may be updated without prior notice.

Now that you’ve completed this training record, take a look back & 
compare your scores to see how & where you’ve made improvements 
(& to establish any areas that may require a little more work!).

This training record booklet & our on-course assessment cards are 
available for download free of charge in pdf format from our website, 
where you can also purchase printed versions: www.fatplate-golf.com



Upload videos of your practice videos to our social media 
channels @fatplategolf for a monthly chance to win FatPlate® 

branded apparel & accessories.

www.fatplate-golf.com

01-FPLWP0919


